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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The main research objective of this thesis was to exploit query context and doc-
ument structure to provide for more focused retrieval. In this final chapter we
look at how we addressed the three challenges that we defined in the first chapter:
Shallowness on the query side, Shallowness in the document representation, and
Shallowness on the result side. We give a summary of the conclusions of each
chapter, present our main findings and outline some directions for future work.

7.1 Summary

This section contains the research questions and conclusions for each chapter.

Chapter 2: Topical Context

In this first chapter we started by looking at the opportunity to use topical con-
text to improve retrieval. Topical context in the form of relevant DMOZ cate-
gories is obtained from test persons in a user study. All documents belonging
to the relevant DMOZ category are considered relevant documents. To improve
retrieval performance we use topical context for query expansion in a similar way
as relevance feedback approaches.

First we answer research question RQ1.1: How well can users classify queries
into DMOZ categories? We conclude the DMOZ directory is indeed a good option
to use as a source of topic categories. For the vast majority of query topics
at least one relevant category is found by our test persons. Free search on the
DMOZ site and evaluation of a list of suggested categories to elicit topical context
is compared. To create the list of suggestions a combination of classification
methods is used. Free search is most effective when agreement and coverage of
query topics is considered. According to the test persons however there is no
significant difference between the methods.
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160 CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION

Secondly, we examine the question RQ1.2: How can we use topical feedback
to improve retrieval results? Our experimental results show that topical context
can indeed be used to improve retrieval effectiveness, but the DMOZ categories
need to be specific to achieve significant improvements.

Our third research question RQ1.3: Does topical feedback improve retrieval
results obtained using standard relevance feedback? A common and effective way
to improve retrieval effectiveness is to use relevance feedback. On our data set
we find that combining topical context and blind relevance feedback on average
leads to better results than applying either of them separately. There is however
a large variance in which type of feedback works best for individual topics. So
while topical context alone might not outperform (blind) relevance feedback on
average, applying topical feedback does lead to considerable improvements for
some topics.

Finally, our main research question:

RQ1 How can we effectively extract and use topical context from the DMOZ
directory?

From our experiments with the DMOZ directory we conclude that DMOZ is a
good resource to use to interact with users on the topical categories applicable to
their query. The large size of the directory enables finding specific categories for
queries. The average improvements in performance of topical feedback are small
however. While for some queries using topical context from the DMOZ directory
greatly improves the retrieval results, it is probably not worth the effort to apply
it blindly to each and every query.

Chapter 3: Exploiting the Structure of Wikipedia

In the third chapter we move from using topical context to reduce the shallowness
on the query side, to using entity type information to add as context to the query.
We use the structured resource Wikipedia to extract the category information
which is manually added by the Wikipedia editors. By ranking only pages within
Wikipedia, for each page we can use the category information in addition to the
full text representation of the page. To not have to bother the user with selecting
a Wikipedia category that applies to his query, we also automatically assign
categories to query topics by using relevance feedback, i.e., the most frequently
occurring categories in the top retrieved pages of an initial run are assigned as
target categories.

We start with research question RQ2.1: How can we exploit category and
link information for entity ranking in Wikipedia? Using category information
we significantly improve our retrieval results. Category information can both be
extracted from the category titles and from the contents of the category. Link
information can also be used to improve results, especially early precision, but
these improvements are smaller.
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Our second research question is RQ2.2: How can we use entity ranking tech-
niques that use category information for ad hoc retrieval? Our experiments show
that using category information leads to significant improvements over our base-
line for ad hoc topics as well, but the improvements are not as large as the
improvements achieved in the entity ranking task.

Our third research question is RQ2.3: How can we automatically assign target
categories to ad hoc and entity ranking topics? Automatically assigned categories
prove to be good substitutions for manually assigned target categories. Using
the automatically assigned categories leads to significant improvements over the
baseline for all topic sets.

In this chapter we present an answer to our main research question:

RQ2 How can we exploit the structure of Wikipedia to retrieve entities?

Wikipedia is an excellent knowledge resource, which is still growing and improving
every day, and we have shown that we can effectively exploit its category structure
to retrieve entities and documents alike by favouring pages belonging to the target
categories or categories similar to the target categories.

Chapter 4: Wikipedia as a Pivot for Entity Ranking

Now that we know we can effectively retrieve entities inside Wikipedia, we exam-
ine whether we can use Wikipedia as a pivot to search for homepages of entities
on the Web, that is if we can reduce the problem of Web entity ranking to rank-
ing entities in Wikipedia. Our first two research questions therefore investigate
whether the Web entity ranking task can indeed be effectively reduced to the
Wikipedia entity ranking task. Our first question is RQ3.1: What is the range
of entity ranking topics which can be answered using Wikipedia? The cover-
age of topics and entities in Wikipedia is large (around 80%), and Wikipedia is
constantly growing. Our second question is RQ3.2: Do the external links of rele-
vant Wikipedia entities point to the relevant Web entities that correspond to the
Wikipedia entities? A large fraction of the external links in Wikipedia indeed
point to relevant Web homepages. For the considerable part of the external links
not included in the ClueWeb collection we can alternatively search an anchor text
index.

We look at the experimental results for our next research question RQ3.3: Can
we improve Web entity ranking by using Wikipedia as a pivot? A natural baseline
for entity retrieval is standard full text retrieval. While this baseline does find a
considerable number of relevant pages, it is not able to locate the primary home-
pages, which is the main goal of our entity ranking task. Our experiments show
that our Wikipedia-as-a-pivot approach is able to find the primary homepages
and it outperforms the baseline of full-text search.

Our last research question is RQ3.4: Can we automatically enrich the infor-
mation in Wikipedia by finding homepages corresponding to Wikipedia entities?
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Besides following the external links, querying an anchor text index for entity
names is also effective. To find entity homepages we can improve over searching
an anchor text index by using an URL class prior, and external information from
Delicious. Finally, we answer our main research question:

RQ3: Can we rank entities on the Web using Wikipedia as a pivot?

Using Wikipedia as a pivot is indeed an effective approach to rank entities on the
Web. Our broad conclusion is that it is viable to exploit the available structured
information in Wikipedia and other resources, to make sense of the great amount
of unstructured information on the Web.

Chapter 5: Language Models and Word Clouds

In this chapter we have experimented with generating word clouds from the con-
tents of documents. We investigated the connections between tag or word clouds
popularised by Flickr and other social Web sites, and the language models as
used in IR. We generate word clouds from the full-text of the documents, either
Web pages, or structured documents in the form of parliamentary proceedings.
We have investigated how we can create word clouds from documents and use
language modelling techniques which are more advanced than only frequency
counting and stopword removal to answer our first research question RQ4.1: Do
words extracted by language modelling techniques correspond to the words that
users like to see in word clouds? We find that different language modelling tech-
niques can indeed be applied to create better word clouds. Conflated clouds
are preferred over non-stemmed clouds, in the few cases that the differences are
clearly visible users prefer the conflated cloud.

Both for relevance feedback and in our user study including bigrams is ben-
eficial. Using only bigrams is too rigorous for retrieval, and for the majority of
the word clouds. Users do like to see bigrams in the word clouds, because they
provide more context than single words.

The term weighting schemes, TF, TFIDF and the parsimonious model do not
differ much from a system point of view. The TF model contains most relevant
terms, but when the weighting of terms is considered, the parsimonious model
produces the best results. The results of our user study show that overall the
parsimonious model generates the best word clouds.

When we compare clouds created from pseudo-relevant and relevant docu-
ments, we see that there is a mismatch between the terms used in relevant docu-
ments and the terms users like to see in a word cloud. This problem can be partly
solved by using a parsimonious weighting scheme which selects more specific and
informative words than a TF model, but also achieves good results from a system
point of view.

The second part of this chapter is a case study on how to generate word
clouds from structured data, in this case parliamentary proceedings. We answer
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the research question RQ4.2: How can we exploit the structure in documents to
generate word clouds? Compared to Web pages, the data from the parliamentary
proceedings is more structured. The techniques that proved useful to generate
word clouds from documents as discussed above, that is the use of a parsimonious
term weighting scheme and the inclusion of bigrams, can also be applied here. In
addition, we can exploit the structure of the parliamentary proceedings and use
more focused background collections to emphasise the differences between word
clouds.

Finally, our main research question was:

RQ4 How can we use language models to generate word clouds from (parts of)
documents?

We have experimented with methods to generate word clouds from Web pages
and from more structured data in the form of parliamentary proceedings. We find
three important improvements over a word cloud based on text frequency and the
removal of stopwords. First of all, applying a parsimonious term weighting scheme
filters out not only common stopwords, but also corpus specific stopwords and
boosts the probabilities of the most characteristic words. Secondly, the inclusion
of bigrams into the word clouds is appreciated by our test persons, because it
provides more context than single terms. Thirdly, from structured documents we
can generate more focused background collections, leading to word clouds which
emphasise differences between groups of documents.

Chapter 6: Word Clouds of Multiple Search Results

In the previous chapter we focused on the approaches to generate word clouds,
in this chapter we study how well users can identify relevancy and topic of search
results by looking at word clouds that summarise multiple search results. We
generate word clouds using a parsimonious language model that incorporates n-
gram terms, and experiment with biasing the clouds towards the query and using
anchor text as an information source.

Our first research question is: RQ5.1: Are query biased word clouds to be
preferred over static word clouds? We have not found any positive effects on the
performance of test persons by biasing the word clouds towards the query topic.
The test persons however did appreciate this model in their explicit preferences,
because it emphasises the differences between the clusters of documents.

Secondly, we studied the use of anchor text as a document surrogate to answer
the question: RQ5.2: Is anchor text a suitable source of information to generate
word clouds? Anchor text is indeed a suitable source of information. The clouds
generated by the documents’ anchor text contain few noisy terms, and the anchor
text clouds are preferred by the test persons as well.
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Finally, the main research question of this chapter is:

RQ5 How can we use word clouds to summarise multiple search results to convey
the topic and relevance of these search results?

We have studied a new application of word clouds, and tested how well the user
perception of such a cloud reflects the underlying result documents, either in
terms of subtopics or in terms of the amount of relevance. The outcome of our
study is mixed. We achieve moderately positive results on the correspondence
between the selected word clouds and the underlying pages. Word clouds to
assess the relevance of a complete search engine results page achieve an accuracy
of around 60% of the assignments being correct, while subtopics are matched with
an accuracy of around 70%. It is clear however that interpreting word clouds is
not so easy. This may be due in part to the unfamiliarity of our test persons
with this task, but also due to the need to distinguish between small differences
in presence of noise and salient words.

In this section we gave a summary of every chapter by giving the answers to
our research questions. We explore the relations between the conclusions of the
chapters to draw overall conclusions in the next section.

7.2 Main Findings and Future Work

Three central challenging characteristics of the search process, and obstacles to
provide more focused retrieval results we investigated in this thesis are:

Shallowness on the query side
Shallowness on the user side is a bottleneck for delivering more accurate
retrieval results. Users provide only 2 to 3 keywords on average to search
in the complete Web.

Shallowness in the document representation
Documents on the Web are rich in structure. Most of the structural elements
however are not used consistently throughout the Web. A key question is
how to deal with (semi-)structured information.

Shallowness on the result side
While a query can have thousands of relevant results, only the first 10 or
20 results will get any attention in a Web search interface. Often these first
results will still contain redundant information.

Our main research objective was to exploit query context and document structure
to provide for more focused retrieval. In this section we present our main findings,
and we identify aspects of the research objective that can be further explored.
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Shallowness on the query side

In Chapter 2 and 3 we exploit the opportunity: Queries are posed in a search
context to reduce the shallowness on the query side. The context we use to focus
retrieval consists mainly of category information, so here we also take opportunity:
Documents categorised into a category structure into account.

We have associated topical context in the form of DMOZ categories and
Wikipedia categories, as well as entity type information in the form of Wikipedia
categories. It seems easier for users to search in the Wikipedia category structure
since the category names are not ambiguous, in contrast to the DMOZ cate-
gories. To disambiguate a DMOZ category name you need the complete path in
the hierarchy. For example, in Wikipedia there is one category “Fruit” which is a
subcategory of the categories “Edible plants”, “Foods” and “Crops”. In DMOZ
there are four fruit categories in different places in the directory: (“Shopping:
Home and Garden: Plants: Fruit”, “Home: Gardening: Plants: Fruit”, “Science:
Agriculture: Horticulture: Fruits” and “Shopping: Food: Produce: Fruit”).

Furthermore, in the experiments with Wikipedia an advantage is that the com-
plete collection we were searching in contained the category information. This
makes it possible to assign categories to queries using pseudo-relevance feed-
back, i.e., assign the most frequently occurring category in the top 10 results to
the query. Only few documents in the .GOV2 collection are categorised in the
DMOZ directory, ruling out pseudo-relevance feedback as a mechanism to assign
topic categories. Instead, computationally more expensive text categorisation
techniques have to be used.

The category structures of DMOZ and especially Wikipedia provide useful
information to improve the retrieval results. Again, for the experiments within
Wikipedia an advantage is that the complete collection we were searching in con-
tained the category information. By estimating the match to the target category
as well as the match to the query for each document, we are able to return more
relevant search results, for the ad hoc as well as for the entity ranking tasks. For
the entity ranking task it is effective to use Wikipedia as a pivot. The query
expansion approach we use to search for documents in the .GOV2 collection is
less effective. With the ClueWeb ’09 collection using DMOZ as a pivot to search
might be a viable alternative.

We conclude that for tasks like entity ranking, and searching information in
Wikipedia adding topical context in the form of Wikipedia categories leads to
a clear reduction in shallowness on the query side, and thereby to more focused
retrieval.

In our work we have not taken into consideration context associated with users
and sessions. Topical context could be associated with a user’s search history in
the same session, or including previous sessions. Using more information might
make the assignment of topical categories more accurate, and thereby the search
results more focused. Once the categories are assigned to queries, we can make use
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of the methods described in Chapter 2 to 4 to exploit the category information.
Furthermore, implicit feedback techniques that unobtrusively monitor the user’s
search behaviour can gather more information about the context of the search.

Besides topical context, two other types of context are promising fields of
study: the search device and location. Firstly, the device used for the search,
that is for example a desktop computer, a mobile phone, or a tablet, has a large
influence on the interaction with the search engine. Mobile search queries are just
as short as the regular Web search queries, but using a mobile phone it takes much
more effort to enter a query (Kamvar and Baluja, 2006). Instead of reformulating
or refining a query, users might be more inclined to click on suggested query
terms, or categories, e.g., Karlson et al. (2006) propose a facet-based interface
using iterative data filtering.

Secondly, a related and promising type of context is location, which is useful
for mobile devices, but also for certain types of queries on stationary computers.
Location-based search systems can for example find the nearest restaurant or gas
station, i.e., the search results become more focused on a specific location. To
rank search results, not only the topical relevance of the documents is important,
but also the distance to the searcher (Ortega et al., 2010).

Shallowness in the document representation

Besides the opportunity: Documents categorised into a category structure, we
examined the opportunity: Absence of redundant information in structured Web
resources to reduce the shallowness in the document representation in Chapters 3
and 4.

This opportunity has proven to be most useful for the task of entity ranking.
We can rank entities on the Web using Wikipedia as a pivot. Since Wikipedia is
organised as a dictionary, each entity will occur only once. Using this information
we can construct a diverse ranking where each search result or each cluster of
search results represents a different entity. We conclude that using Wikipedia
as a pivot we can provide more focused search results for entity ranking tasks
making use of the structure of Wikipedia.

Using Wikipedia as a pivot might also be beneficial to return diverse search
results to an ad hoc query or to cluster these results. Ambiguous queries or entities
will have separate pages in Wikipedia and a disambiguation page on which the
different meanings of the term are collected, so each page can be used as context
to search for that interpretation of the query. Facets of multi-faceted queries can
be extracted by using the document structure of its associated Wikipedia page,
that is each section on a Wikipedia page usually represents a different facet of
the topic of the page.

Besides Wikipedia, other sources of structured information could be exploited.
We found that Wikipedia is an excellent repository of entities and structured
information, but its encyclopedic nature prevents the inclusion of certain infor-
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mation that people might be searching for such as not necessary notable persons
or companies. The approach of using Wikipedia as a pivot to search entities can
be supplemented with other knowledge sources such as Citeseer1 and the ACM
digital library2 data to find scientists, or Wikicompany3 to find companies. These
resources are also part of the Linking Open Data project (Bizer et al., 2009). A
more ambitious direction for future work is to use the complete linked data cloud
as a pivot to search entities. Schema mapping and data fusion are some of the
challenges to face then.

Results

Finally, to reduce the shallowness on the result side, we examined the opportunity:
Multiple documents on the same topic in Chapters 5 and 6.

We experiment with word clouds as a new representation of search results
in a summarised form. We have explored some opportunities where the search
results can easily be clustered. For example, in the parliamentary debates all
the sections in the documents are annotated with the speaker and the party as
context information. In the previous chapter we have relevance and subtopic
information available as context for the search results. We have shown how to
summarise multiple documents belonging to the same speaker or party in the
parliamentary debates, or the same subtopic or relevance level of a query. We
conclude that although the quality of the word clouds may not yet be sufficient
for a good interpretation of the underlying data by the average user, the word
cloud is a promising new element for inclusion in search interfaces.

In this thesis we have started to explore the possibilities of word clouds. We
have focused primarily on approaches how to generate word clouds, and we man-
aged to create a good starting point for further research. Besides the document
text, we already included other sources of information such as anchor text into
the clouds. As a next step we can also include user assigned tags when they are
available, and blend automatically and manually generated terms in the clouds.

We started exploring the task of using word clouds to convey relevance and
subtopics. A next step is to explore more tasks and applications which can be
supported or improved by the use of word clouds. Although tag clouds are a
common object in any Web 2.0 page, it is still unclear what their added value
is. The possible interactions with the word or tag cloud differ per application.
Sometimes when clicking a term in the tag or word cloud, a new keyword search
on the term will be performed, other times the term is added to the original query,
or the results are reranked or filtered according to the match to the added term.
The interactions with tag and word clouds should be researched in more detail to
find the optimal strategy for interaction depending on the task at hand. While

1http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
2http://portal.acm.org/
3http://wikicompany.org/

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
http://portal.acm.org/
http://wikicompany.org/
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users often do not notice improvements in the ranking of search results, changing
the user interface has a large impact on the search experience. Interaction with
tag and word clouds can lead to a new Web search paradigm in which searching
and browsing are blended into one activity.

In this thesis we have not studied how to cluster documents on the same
topic. Documents can be clustered on many aspects. While some aspects are
easy to extract, such as clustering documents on the same SERP, or on the basis
of metadata, it is difficult to identify clusters of documents on the same subtopic
of the query. Instead of clustering search results on the same topic in the search
interface, an interesting avenue of research is to diversify search results, that is
to return a ranked list of pages that together provide complete coverage for a
query, while avoiding excessive redundancy in the result list (Clarke et al., 2010).
Similar to our approach to the task of entity ranking, this task could benefit from
exploiting the absence of redundant information in structured resources such as
Wikipedia.

Web Search

In this thesis we study approaches to search the Web. However, there are two
aspects of Web search we do not fully take into account: scale and speed. In
our experiments we use the .GOV2 and ClueWeb test collections to represent the
Web in general. While these collections are large enough to conduct meaningful
experiments, the size of complete Web is an order of magnitude bigger, introduc-
ing problems as well as opportunities. Considering speed, all our experiments
are conducted off-line and speed is not taken into account for the evaluation of
our approaches. For Web search speed is important. Users want to see results
almost instantaneously. We can make the following observations considering the
efficiency of our methods.

Expanding a query with many terms, such as is done in the topical feedback
approach in Chapter 2, introduces additional computational complexity which
might not be feasible to calculate on a Web scale. In our topical feedback approach
we rerank a list of initially retrieved results, which is fast, but there is a chance
relevant documents are not retrieved.

The entity ranking approach described in Chapter 3 also reranks results, but
category information can be efficiently estimated by using only the category titles.
Moreover, the coverage of the Wikipedia-as-a-pivot approach described in Chap-
ter 4 will increase when all links on the Wikipedia pages can be used. Currently,
we cannot use links to pages outside the ClueWeb test collection, hindering the
performance of our approach.

For the summarisation of search results using the contents of the documents
described in Chapters 5 and 6, it does not matter if the search results are part
of a fixed test collection, or coming from the general Web. There is a difference
though for the anchor text clouds. The anchor text on the general Web is more
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comprehensive compared to the anchor text in our test collection. More available
anchor text means the statistical methods to extract terms have more evidence,
and it is therefore likely that the quality of the anchor text clouds increases.

Furthermore, in many of our experiments we use a parsimonious language
model. The disadvantage of this model compared to a standard language model,
is that it takes longer to estimate probabilities of terms occurring in a docu-
ment, because the expectation-maximization step is repeated a number of times.
On the positive side, the language models produced by the parsimonious model
are smaller than the standard language model, because the parsimonious model
excludes terms that occur frequently or sporadically in documents. So, for ap-
plications where the parsimonious model is calculated beforehand offline, such
as the topical feedback approach in Chapter 2, it is an efficient model, but it is
less time efficient for online use, such as the summarisation of search results in
Chapters 5 and 6.

Summarising, in this thesis we have studied how to exploit query context and
document structure to provide for more focused retrieval, leading to the following
conclusions:

− Category information such as available in Wikipedia is a valuable source of
query context, in particular for entity ranking, but also for ad hoc retrieval.

− Using Wikipedia as a pivot we can provide more focused search results when
searching for entities on the Web.

− Summarising search results into word clouds is a promising technique, and
potentially a new element in the Web search interface to change the way
people search for information on the Web.




